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Chicago-Kent Magazine, 2001-2013 
Overview of the Collection 
Creator:  IIT Chicago-Kent College of Law, Alumni Association 
Title:  Chicago-Kent Magazine 
Inclusive Dates: 2001-2013 
Identification: AC.012 
Accessions: 2017.01 
Extent: 0.42 linear feet (1 box) 
Location: Room 985, shelf 6A 
Processor: Jona Whipple, January 2014 
Repository: The IIT Chicago-Kent College of Law Archives, 565 W Adams St., 
Chicago IL 60661 
Preferred Citation:  [Description of item], Chicago-Kent Magazine, (AC.012). IIT Chicago-Kent 





The Chicago-Kent Magazine was first published in Fall of 2001 as a magazine-format 
replacement for the previous alumni newsletter, Citations, which ceased publication in 2000. 
The Chicago-Kent Magazine contains alumni news, faculty and class notes, law school news, 
student competition highlights, and alumni profiles. 
 
 
Scope and Contents 
 
The series is arranged in chronological order and includes 1 addition of materials from ACC 
2017.01. The bulk of available issues are between the years of 2007-2013.  
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The collection is arranged into 1 series with 1 addition: 
 
I. Chicago-Kent Magazine 
II. Addition 
 










1 1 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Fall 2002  2002 
 
1 2 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Summer 2004  2004 
 
1 3 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Fall 2007  2007 
 
1 4 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Summer 2008  2008 
 
1 5 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Summer 2009  2009 
 
1 6 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Summer 2010  2010 
 
1 7 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Summer 2011  2011 
 
1 8 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Summer 2012  2012 
 




1 10 Chicago-Kent Magazine – Fall 2001  2001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
